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1. Introduction 
Let A denote the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. The object of this paper is to study 
certain interesting properties of the cohomology of sub-Hopf-algebras of A which 
we hope might be helpful for the study of H*(A), the cohomology of A itself. 
Before stating our main theorems we.recall the work of Margolis [7], Adams- 
Margolis [4] and Anderson-Davis [S] on the structure of sub-Hopf-algebras of A. 
For any sequence (nl, n2,. . . ) of non-negative integers (possibly equal to infinity) 
denote by A(nl, n2,. . . ) the Z2-submodule of A generated by all the Milnor basis 
elements Sq ( rl, r2, . . . ) with ri C 2”d. (The notation A (nl, n2,. . . ) is adopted after 
[5].) It is a theorem of Margolis [7] that for any sub-Hopf-algebra B of A there is a 
sequence (nl, n2,. . . ) such that B = A(nl, n2,. . . ). However not all sequences are 
realizable as such. It has been shown by Adams and Margolis [4] (also indepen- 
dently by Anderson and Davis [5]) that a sequence (nl, n2,. . . ) is realizable if and 
only if for i > j a 1, Pzi amin(PZj, a-j - j). In particular A (1,2,3, . . . ) is a sub-Hopf- 
algebra of A; we denote it by Ad. 
Our first result is to determine which sub-Hopf-algebra of A has nil-free 
cohomology. (A commutative algebra is nil-free if it has no non-zero nilpotent 
elements.) 
Theorem Ll. Let l3 be a sub-Hopf-algebra of A. Then H*(3) is nil-free if and 
only if J3 is either of the following two types: 
(1) For some integer t 3 1, B = A (0, . . ., 0, n,, n,+l, . . . ) where ni s t all i. 
(2) For some t 2 1, B = A (0,. . ., 0, 1, ~2,+~, %+2,. . 
q = S + 1 for at least one j. 
. ) where ni St+1 all i and 
emark. It can be shown that a sub-Hopf-algebra 
and only if it is of the type (1) in Theorem 1 .l. 
of A is an exterior algebra if 
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In order to state our next two theorems we introduce two notions. Let f: R + I?’ 
be an algebra homomorphism of commutative algebras over a field. We say f is a 
monomorphism mod nilpotent elements if for any non-nilpotent element x E R, 
f(x) f R’ is also non-nilpotent and is an epimotphism mod nilpotent elements if for 
any non-nilpotent element X’ E R’ there exist an integer m and an element x E R 
such that f(x) = (x’)~. Note that f is a monomorphism mod nilpotent elements if 
and only if the induced homomorphism J: R /N(R)* R’/N(R’) i;: a monomer- 
phism where N(R) and N(R’) are the ideals consisting of all the nilpotent elements 
of R and R’ respectively. 
Theorem 1.2. Let B = A ( rzl, n2, . . . ) be any sub-Hopf-algebra of A such that each 
n, is finite. Let id: B n Ad + B be the inclusion. Then the induced homomorphism 
i 2;: H*(B)+ H *(B n Ad) is a monomorphism mod nilpotent elements. 
Theorem 1.3. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 1.2 the induced 
homomorphism 
i*,: H*(B)+ H*(B n Ad) 
is an epimorphism mod nilpotent elements. 
Corollary 1.4. Let B be as in Theorem 1.2. Then B n Ad is the best possible sub- 
Hopf-algebra of B such that the conclusion of Theorem 1.2 holds. This means that if 
B n Ad is replaced by any proper sub-Hopf-algebra of B n Ad in Theorem 1.2 then 
the conclusion does not hold any longer. 
Corollary 1.4 follows from Theorem 1.3 and the fact that for any proper sub- 
Hopf-algebra D of B n Ad there is some indecomposable element Pi = 
Sq(8 ,..., 0,2’,0 ,... )E B n Ad with P:fZ D and the class z: E H’**(B n Ad) cor- 
responding ;o PS is non-nilpotent but its image in H*(D) is zero. 
Conjecture 1 .S. Theorem 1.2 is true for all sub- Hopf -algebras of the Steenrod 
algebra A, in particular for A itself. 
Theorem 1.3, however, does not hold for the Steenrod algebra A. For Pi is an 
indecomposable lement of Ad and the class z’: E H’*“(Ad) corresponding to Pi i: 
non-nilpotent, but there are no non-zero elements of H*(A) of bidegree (s,3s). 
(See [23*) 
We have completed the statements of our main theorems. The rest of the paper is 
organized as follows. In Section 2 we work out some basic results which relate the 
cohomology of a Hopf algebra r to that of a sub-Hopf-algebra A with r b\eing 
obtained from A by adding one generator and infer some of their consequences 
that will be the basic tools to prove our main theorems. In Section :3 we prove a key 
technical result regarding the nilpotency of some cohomology classes of the 
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cohomology of sub-Hopf-algebras of the Steenrod algebra. In Section 4 we prove 
our main theorems using results obtained in Sections 2 and 3. 
There are some people to whom I would like to express my sincere thanks, First, 
I would like to thank Professor J.F* Adams foi the ~o~~s~nden~e in which he 
offered valuable comments and s tions on the first draft of this paper and 
showed me a simpler and more et nt treatment of the key tecnnical result - 
Theorem 3.1 of this paper. In fact, the proof of Theorem 3.1 that covers most of 
Section 3 is due to him which replaces the original tedious proof of my own. I would 
also like to thank him for his giving me a specific example which shows the fatsity of 
a conjecture of mine (in the first draft of the pape and finally leads me to the 
conclusion of Theorem 1 .l. My thanks also exten to people at Northwestern 
University for their influence on the work of this paper, especially to Professor S.B. 
Priddy for a seminar in which he taught me his thod of computing the 
cohomology of Koszul algebras [lo]. In fact, this met was used in my original 
proof of Theorem 3.1. Finally, I would like to thank Professor J.P. May for his 
pointing out a gap in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Se&n 4 which is remedied in this 
final version of the paper. 
2. Some relations between the cohomology of a pair (I’, A ) of Hopf algebras with r 
obtained from A by adding one generator and their consequences 
Let r be a connected locally finite cocommutative Hopf algegra over Z2 and let 
A be a normal sub-Hopf-algebra of f such that I’/fA = (1, x”} = E[x’] where x is 
the augmentation ideal of A and x’ is the image in r/I?i of a homogeneous 
indecomposabk element x of IY Let cu E H’**(r) be the class corresponding to x, 
i: A + F be the inclusion and is: H*(r)-, H*(A) the induced map in 
cohomology. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 63 E H*(r) be an element such that i*(@)E H*(A) is nilpotent. 
Suppose that @ac is nilpotent. Then 8 is also nilpotent. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose at is nilpotent. Then the induced homomorphism is is a 
monomorphism mod nilpotent elements. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose cy is nilpotent. Then the induced homomorphism i” is an 
epimorphism mod nilpotenl elements. 
It is easy to see that Theorem 2.2 follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and the 
latter theorem follows immediately from the foEowing. 
Proposition 2.4. Ker i * = ideal of H*(r) generated by cy. 
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Proof. First we note that E[x’] = r/r1 = ra,&. We have an exact sequence of 
Guodules 
where XJx’Z2 means & in degree 1 x 1. Applying the functor Extr ( f Z2) to the above 
exact sequence and applying the change of rings theorem to identify 
Extr (r@,,&, &) with Ext, (Z,, &) we get the long exact sequence 
(The differential is due 30 [ 1; Theorem 2.611.) So ker i * = H*(r) . a. l This 
completes the proof of Prc)position 2.4. 
To prove Theorem 2.3 M\: shall use a spectral sequence considered by Adams in 
[I]. Define a filtration on t-le cobar construction F(T*) as follows. [a1 1 a21 l l l 1 as] E 
FtP’(P) if ai annihilates 1 for at least p values of i. 
Theorem 2.5. This filtration defines a multiplicative spectral sequence (E,) con- 
verging to H*(r) and we have: 
(i) EFq = HP (E[x’])@ Hq (A ). 
(ii) The isomorphism 
Ef” = HP (E[x’])@ Zz = HP (E[X]) 
is induced by the natural map F(E[x’]*)-* F(r*). The isomorphism 
E Oqq= Z2~Hq(A)= Hq(A) 
is induced by the natural map F(r*)+ F(A *). 
For the proof of this theorem see [ 11. Now we make a closer study of the resulting 
spectral sequence. It is well known that H *(E [a]) = &[&I. It is clear that 
E!!-’ ={aEH*(A)l&(a)=O all s<r}, lsr<m 
cycles with & surviving in the spectral sequence 
From Theorem 2.5 (ii) we see that E:’ = Im i *. 
and that all 6’ are permanent 
which represents cy E H’**(r). 
Proposition 2.6. Suppose Q! is nilpotent. Then for some integer k we have Ek+, = 
E k +2 = l l l = E,. In particular E211 = E212 = l l l = E:’ = Im i*. 
Proof. Since E ;*’ = H*(E[X]) = Z&5] h as only one indecomposable lement it 
follows from Theorem 2.5 (i) that each E, (1 G r G 03) is generated by E:’ and 6 as 
an algebra. So the differential 6, : E, + E, is determined by 6,: E:‘+ E:*. Since Q! 
is nilpotent there is some integer k such that Sk gets hit in the spectral sequence. It 
follows that 6,: E:‘+ E;’ is a trivial map for each r 2 k + 1. Thus &+, = 
E k-e2 = l l l = Er. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. It suffices to prove that if T is any nonnilpotent element of 
H*(li ) = E?’ then some power of 7 lies in Im i *. It is evident that S,,, (?) = 0 for 
all integers m. Thus 72m E Ey+*. By assumption a is nilpotent. By Proposition 2.6 
there is some integer k such that 7” E E?I, = E$’ = Im i*. This proves 
Theorem 2.3. 
Now we generalize Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 a little bit further. We shall no 
longer insist that r is obtained from A by adding one generator. We shall assume 
that r is obtained from A by adding a finite number of generators. By this we mean 
that there is a finite sequence A = TO C T1 C l l l C r, = r of sub-Hopf-algebras of r 
such that each ri+t is obtained from J’i by adding one generator Xi+1 E ri+l. Let 
ai+l E H”‘(ri+g) be the class corresponding to xi+l. Let 4i: F’i -+ r be the inclusion 
and 4!: H*(r)+ H*.(ri) the induced map in cohomology. 
Theorem 2.7. Suppose 0 E H*(r) is an element such that #z(O)E H*(&) = 
H*(A) is nilpotent and such that each 4 T(O)ai E N*jI’i) is nilpotent for 1 G i s n. 
Then 0 is also nilpotent. 
Theorem 2.8. Suppose each ai E H *(ri) is nilpotent. Then the induced 
homomorphism 4:: H*(T)+ H*(A) is a monomorphism mod nilpotent elements. 
Theorem 2.9. Suppose each ai E H*(Ti) is nilpotent, Then the induced 
homomorphism 4: is an epimorphism mod nilpotent elements. 
Theorems 2.7,2.8 and 2.9 follow respectively from Theorems 2.1,2.2 and 2.3. We 
will need these theorems later in the work. 
3. Nilpotency of certain ccrhomology classes 
Before applying the results of the previous section to the Steenrod algebra we 
need the following key technical result. 
Theorem 3.1. Let B = A(n,, n?,. . . n,+ n,,,, n,+l,. . .) be a sub-Hopf-algebra of 
the Steenrod algebra A such that ni c x for i G m - I. Suppose [{;“I and [ez] are 
cocycles in the cobar construction F(B *) such that 1 G m and 16 p. Then the class 
[{:^] [ez] is a nilpotent element of H *(B ). 
Corollary 3.2. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 3.1 the class [SK] is a 
nilpotent element of H*(B) if m < + 
Corollary 3.2 follows from Theorem 3.1 by taking 1 = m and a = p and is a 
generalization of the following result of Anderson and Davis. 
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Theorem 3.3 [S]. Let B = A(k, k, . . ., k, n,,,, ~2,,,+~, . . .) be a sub-Hopf-algebra of A 
such that 1 + m + k s n,,, where k 3 0. Then the class [(tz] is’s nilpotent element of 
H*(B)ifm+kGp. 
Before carrying out the proof of Theorem 3.1 we note that we may assume that 
the sub-Hopf-algebra B satisfies ni = 00 if i 2 m. For if this is not the case then we 
can extend B to a larger sub-Hopi-algebra B’ of A such th6t B = 
.A@,, nz,. . .) ~lm-~,v%. . . ) and the nilpotency of the class [[:“] [e”_‘1 in H*(B’) will 
force thr; nilpotency of the same class in H*(B). 
Our proof of Theorem 3d is by induction. If rat = 1 then the class [&:*I [[fq is 
nilpotent by Theorem 3.3. S1 oppose m > 1. Assume that the result is true for classes 
if 1% m’< m and also if *“c 1, m’= m. 
To start working on the inductive step we have to work in a suitable sub-Hopf- 
algebra. We suppose given an integer a’ which we shall later choose suitably in 
terms of I, m, A and p. We chall work in a sub-Hopf-algebra C = A (nr, n2,. . . ) such 
that , 
(i) fi s a’ for i < 1, 
(ii\ e G 8 -t I + m - i fop; i G m - I and 
(111) fi C m for i < m, ni = 00 for i 2 m. 
Lemma 3.4. Under these assumptions the class 
is a nil’otent element of H*(C). 
Proof. In the cobar construction F(C*) consider the equation 
range R 
whence 
ow we 
By assumption (i) we have 6;” = 0 for 0 c j K: 1, and similarly [t”” = 0 for 0 C i < 1. 
Since ti + j = a’ + I + m - i, we have tfd+’ = 0 for 0 < i G m - I by assumption (ii). 
Therefore we can run our sum on the right side of the above equation over the 
specified by 
i+j=l+m 
lSi,m-l<i,lSj 
j s m, jC21,iGm. 
claim that the cochains 
[G”” 19 [sf” 1
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are separately socycles. In fact, we have 
p+9=i 
and this is zero if i < 21, for in each term we have either p < I or 4 < I; similarly we 
have 
and this is zero if i 6 m, for in each term we have either p s m - I or 4 C 1. So in 
H*(C) we have 
r: [ST”“][5:“] = 0. 
R 
Now let us multiply this identity by [&:“I. According to our inductive hypothesis, 
each product 
[G”] [C”] 
with 2 s i < m is nilpotent (since I 6 if + j). Therefore the remaining term 
[52md+‘][4? 1’ 
is nilpotent. This proves Lemma 3.4. 
Lemma j.5. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3.4, the classes 
(with 6 2 0) are nilpotent elements of H*(C). 
To see the use of this lemma, we note that any class [t?] [(“m’] with 1 s p can be 
written in one of the two forms given by taking 
ii= min (A, p - I), 
5 + ii = max (A, p - I). 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. The case 6 = 0 of Lemma 3.5 is just Lemma 3.4; so we can 
assume E > 0. 
We recall [6] that there are Steenrod operations 
sq’ : u(c)-, ,s+i,2t(q 
on the cohomology H*(C). These satisfy the following properties: 
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(1) Sq’: H*‘(C)+ Hs2’(C) is just the homomorphism of cohomology induced by 
the map 
y-,y2:C*+Cs, 
(2) If x E H’**(C) then 
sq’x = x2 and 
Sq’x = 0 for i>l. 
(3) The Cartan formula holds: 
From (3) we see that 
Sq21 (x “) = (Sq’x iz. 
Hence by induction 
SqZcf(x2’) = (Sqi x)2c. 
If x is nilpotent hen we can find a power 2’ of 2 such that x2’ = 0; it follows that 
Sq’x is nilpotent all i. 
Now we introduce the tiperation 
Qs = sq2’-’ SqZb-* . . . Sq4Sq2Sq’, 
Two things follow from the work above. First if x is nilpotent hen so is QS (x). 
Secondly, if x and y lie in H’**(C) then 
QS (xy ) = (x2” )((Sq’ fy ) + ((Sq”)%)(y “”) (for 6 > 0). 
Let us take x = [&:“I, y = [[‘.,““I and apply the operation QS on xy. By Lemma 
3.4 xy is nilpotent. Therefore the class 
Qs (xy) = [e:” 1’” [&“+‘+b~ + [ey+” 1 [,,,+I ]26 
is nilpotent. If we multiply this element by [t:“] then the second term of the 
zsulting sum is nilpotent by Lemma 3.4, whence the class 
[f:” I[ $-2md+‘+6 ] 
is nilpotent. On the other hand if we multiply by [[;d’6] then the first term becomes 
nilpotent by Lemma 3.4 with a’ replaced by a’ + 6; so we see that 
[g+6]2[g+‘]2s 
is nilpotent, whence 
[5.:d+6] [ 2md+l] 
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is nilpotent. This proves Lemma 3.5. 
It remains to complete the inductive step. Let B = A (n,, n2,. . .) be the sub- 
Hopf-algebra considered in Theorem 3.1 with ni = w, i 2 m, and let 
2A [5 1 1 2fi [5 1 m 
be the class we wish to prove nilpotent in W*(B). Let a’ = min (A, p - I). Let D be 
the sub-Hopf-algebra A (S,, S2,. . . ) of A defined by 
i 
a for id 
& = 
do for i a I; 
let E be the sub-Hopf-algebra A (Ed, Ed,. . .) of A defined by 
i 
li+m+l-i for Mm-1 
Ei = 
00 for i>m-1. 
Then C = B n D n E is the sub-Hopf-algebra considered in Lemma 3.4. So the 
class 
WI 153 
is nilpotent in H*(C) by Lemma 3.5. Now B is obtained from C by adding a finite 
number of generators. By Theorem 2.7 we see the class 
WI Kl 
will remain nilpotent in H*(B) provided we prove that certain further classes 
[$‘] [[:“I [&:I 
are nilpotent in the cohomology of suitable sub-Hopf-algebras between C and B. 
But then we certainly have 
either (i) 1’ < I and A’ 2 a’ 
or (ii) l’sm-1 andh’aa’+m+l-1’. _ 
If I’ < I then the class 
is nilpotent by our inductive hypothesis. So it suffices to consider the case in which 
ZsZ’srn-2 and A’ 3 a’ + m + I - I’; but then the class 
[5?] [g?‘] . 
is nilpotent by our inductive hypothesis, because 
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h’wi+m+l-1’ 
L6-km-+1-(m-l) 
=fi+21 
c 
> 1. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. The proofs of the main theorems 
We will need the follotwing lemma to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Lemma 4.1. Let B be a wb-Hopf-algebra of the Steenrod algebra A such that [t:“] 
and [Sz] are cocycles in :he cobar construction F(B *). Suppose either I< m, I< p, 
A = 0 or I< m, 1 = p, A = 1. Then the class 
is a non-zero element oj H*(B). 
Proof. We prove the le ma for the case in which I< m, I< p, h = 0 and leave the 
proof of the other case to the reader. 
The Milnor basis elements dual to 6, and 5:: are Py, Pf respectively. We have 
P’,P”:=Sq(O, .-., O,l,O ,..., 2P,o ,...) 
1 m 
and 
+Sq(O ,...) 0,2’ -2’,o,...,o,m~;o ,... > 
m 
Po,+rSq(Q, . . ., 0,2’-2’,O,...)=Sq(O ,..., 0,2& -2’,o ,..., 0, 1 ,o ,... ). 
m m m+l 
SO &&g and 4z-2’[m+l are the only two monomials of B * such that [z@ 6, E 
A ([&z), A(lc&+,) and [g-2’&,+, is the only monomial of B * such that 
&+l@ tZV2’E d (&+~~~-2r) where A : B * 
that [Cl 5;]= [5Z] [&I 
+ B * @B * is the coproduct. It follows 
is not a coboundary in F(B*) and therefore represents a 
non-zero class in H*(B). This proves Lemma 4.1. 
P’roof of Theorem 1.1. First we prove that if the sub-Hopf-algebra B = 
A(bn2,...) is neither of the type (1) nor of the type (2) then H*(B) has at least a 
non-zero nilpotent element .
Recall that the sub-Hopf-algebras of the type (1) are of the form 
A(0 ?. . .? 0, n,, n,,l,. . .) where ni G t all i and are exterior algebras and tho!,e of the 
type (2) are of the form A (0,. . ., 0, 1, n,+l, n,+2,. . . ), ni G t -I- 1 all i and ni = t + 1 for 
at least one j. 
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In case BI;f Ad there exists an integer m such that n,,, 2 m + 1 and ni G i, 
i s m - 1. By Corollary 3.2 [rz] is a non-zero nilpotent element of H*(B). 
In case B CAd, let I = min{j 1 nj >O}. The sequence (n,, y12,. . .) is either 
unbounded or bounded. In the first case we can find a pair of integers (m, p) such 
that 2 c m, I < p and such that [&:I is a cocycle in the cobar construction F(B *). 
By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1 the class [ 61 [&Z] is a non-zero nilpotent element 
of If*(B). If the sequence (nt, n2,. . .) is bounded, let k = max{ni}, m = 
min{j 1 q = k}. Then [tc-‘] is a cocyie in F(B *). Clearly k 2 I + 1 (otherwise B 
would be of the type (1)) and if k = I + 1 then nr > 1 (otherwise B would be of the 
type (2)). Again by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1 the class [ &] [ tz-‘] is a non-zero 
nilpotent element of H*(B) if k > & + 1 and [~Q[~~-‘] is a non-zero nilpotent 
element of H*(B) if k = I+ 1. 
It remains to prove that if B is either of the type (1) or the type (2) then H*(B) is 
nil-free. If B is of the type (1) then it is an exterior algebra; so H*(B) is a 
polynomial algebra which is nil-free. 
If B is of the type (2) then for some integer m we have B = 
A (0, . . ., 0, 1, n,+l, it,,, +2, . . . ) where ni =G m + 1 all i and n, = m + 1 for at least one j. 
Note that B is generated by all Pi E B as an algebra. Redefine a coalgebra 
structure on B by requiring that each P: E B be a primitive element. We prove 
that B becomes a primitively generated Hopf algebra over Z2. Let A4 = {j 2 
m + 11 nj = m + 1). Let a = PL, 6i = P?, Ci = Pq,, for i E A4 and let {&} be the set 
of the rest of the generators PS E B. Then B, as an algebra, is generated by a, b,, cj, 
dk subject to the following relations: 
a2= 0, 6: = 0, Cl? = 0, di = 0, [a, bi] = Ci, [a, Cl] = 0, [a, 41 = @7 
[Zli, Cj] = 0, [6iy dk] = 0, [Cj, dk] = 0, [h, bj] = 0, i# j, 
[Ci, Cj] = 0, i# j, [ dk, d, ] = 0, k # l 
where by [x, y] we mean xy + yx. It is then easy to check that B is indeed a Hopf 
algebra over 2 2 with the new coalgebra structure defined above and that 
{a, bi, Cj, dk} is a Z2-base for the primitive elements of B. So B is a primitively 
generated Hopf algebra over Z2. By Milnor-Moore Theorem [9] B is isomorphic to 
the universal enveloping algebra of the restricted Lie algebra of its primitive 
elements. By May’s Theorlzm [S] H*(B) is the homology of the differential algebra 
Z~[(Y, & yj, Ok] where cy, pi, yj, & correspond to a, bi, C-j, dk respectively; the differen- 
tial is determined by 
S(cY) = 0, S(pi) = 09 s(Yj) = PP9 is(&) = 0. 
Let DI be the differential subalgebra of D = &[a, pi, yj, Ok ] generated by a, pi, yj 
and let D2 be the subalgebra of D generated by &. Then D is isomorphic to 
D1 8 D2 as 9 differential algebra where D2 has trivial differential So we have 
H*(B) = H(D, 6) = H(DI, 6)@2. 
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To prove that H*(B) is nil-free it suffices to prove that N(D,, 6) is nil-free. Let C 
be the collection of all the finite subsets of M containing’more than one element (if 
A4 has only one element let C = 4). To each S = (il, iz, .. ., i,,} E $ assign an 
element /z(S) E D1 by 
Let yj = yf. It is not hard to prove that H(DI, a), as an algebra over 22, is 
generated by cy, & 71 and h(S), :$ E C subject o the following relations 
P icy = 0, 
Wb =O,SEZ 
and 
It is easy to see that H*:{&, a) is nil-free. This proves that H*(B) is nil-free. This 
completes the proof of ‘irheorem 1.1. 
Proof ol Theorem 1.2. 3/e have B = A (nl, n2,. . ) where each n, is finite. Assume 
ni > i all i. We prove the theorem for such cases. Our proof equally applies to the 
genera1 cases. Let BtkJ = A (I, 2, . . ., k - 1, nk, . . . ). Then 
It is easy to see that for each integer N > 0 there is a k (depending on N) such that 
H’(Ad) = H’(B& if 1 G N. 0 i 
Now fix any k. Construct asequence BtkJ = B. C B1 C. l . C Bpk = B of sub-Hopf- 
algebras as follows: 
B, = A(1,2,. . ., k - 2, k, &, &+I,. . .) 
: 
B ,$r(-l-k+1 = A (1,2,. . ., k - 2, nk-1, nk, nk+l, . . . ) 
B nk-l-k+2 = A(1,2,..., k - 3, k - 1, @k-l, flk9 nk+t,. . l ) 
: 
B nk_l-k+l+nk-2-k+2 = A (1,2,. . ., k - 3, nk-2, nk-1, nk, nk+l, . . .) 
: 
Bpk 
= A (nt, n2, l ’ l , nk, nk+f, l * 0) 
where pk = 
from byadding an indecomposable el ment xi+1 E 
0= k) by adding a finite number of generators. The class cUi+l E H**‘(Bi+,) 
. 
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corresponding to x i+l is nilpotent for each i by Corollary 3.2. By Theorem 2.8 the 
induced homomorphism 
if L): H*(B)* H*(B,,,) 
is a monomorphism mod nilpotent elements. This is true for all k. 0 ii 
Now Iet 8 E H*(B) be any non-nilpotent element. To prove the theorem we 
have to prove that i*d(Q)E H*(B n Ad) = H*(Ad) is also non-nilpotent. Suppose 
not, say (i #9))q = 0 for some q 2 1. By (i) there is a k such that (i fkI(0))q = 0 
holds in H*(B&. On the other hand eq is non-nilpotent. So (ifkj(@))q = ifk#Iq) 
is also non-nilpotent by (ii); in particular it is not zero. Thus we have got a 
contradiction. This shows that is(@) is non-nilpotent. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1.2. 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is similar to that of Theorem 1.2 given above; instead 
of using Theorem 2.8 we use Theorem 2.9. We leave the details of the proof to the 
reader. 
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